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This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the product of
the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously, and any resemblance to actual persons,
living or dead, businesses, companies, events, or locales is entirely coincidental.
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2
Starting with a Bang

{Yes, That’s Right, We’re Beginning
with Chapter 2}
WIELDING HER HANDS LIKE TWO LASER LIGHT SABERS,
purple ringlets whipping behind her as she turned, Iris took
aim and—zzvonk! zzvomp!—sliced blistering twin beams of
rainbows through the air. The multicolored blades slashed
within a hairsbreadth of Opaline’s body, and she staggered
back into the lockers. “Owie!” she screeched, feeling the
heat. Her arms flailed at her sides, spastic with her own high
voltage. But quickly she regained control and returned fire,
flicking off lightning bolts between her fingers as if they
were arrows in a bow. Iris took one hit to the shoulder—
“Ungh!”—another to the hip—“Oof!”—the crackling electric
daggers stabbing through the flimsy fabric of her dress.
“That was brand-new!” she cried, furious, and fanned out
a shield of pure ultraviolet rays to block the next lightning
spear. It exploded into the invisible barrier, bursting into a
thousand electric embers. And the duel flared on, blazing
beams versus lightning bolts, searing sunshine versus heavy
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storm clouds. Out of the corner of her eye, Iris could see
Scarlet, her ponytail glowing aubergine. She had the lizard
girl by the tail and was swinging her over her head so fast
that it created a vortex right there in the hallway. The wind
blew Iris’s hair back. And Opal’s cloud away. The strange
two-faced cheerleader on the sidelines kept rah-rah-ing.
Then Cheri’s voice carried above the fray.

“Stop it, you guys!” she called. “Dingelmon’s coming!”
At the sound of the principal’s name, Opaline lost
her focus for just a second. That was all Iris needed. She
pinned Opal against the lockers, pressing her hot forearm
across Opal’s shoulders like the bar that bolts you in on an
amusement park ride. The two girls glared eye-to-eye—
Opal’s brown orbs streaked with milky swirls, Iris’s blues
shining a whiter shade of pale.
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“Opaline,” she panted, recoiling once more at the
strange, gross smell wafting from her frenemesis. “Keep
your hands off the skunk.”
“Whatever.” Opal tried to laugh, but the pressure from
Iris’s arm made it hard for her to breathe. “Soon I’ll have the
whole school at my command. So you can keep your stinky
little mascot.”
The bell braaaanged and the girls broke apart. Opal
shrugged off Iris’s arm, electric volts still fizzing around her
shoulders. Shaking, she swung her hand in a wide circle,
snapping her fingers twice: once above, once below. “Fall in,
O+2!” she ordered. Shoved forward by Scarlet, the lizard girl
limped alongside her. The beatnik cheerleader brought up
the rear, her orphan pompom rustling like a bad breeze.
“Have a super-sparkly day!” Scarlet shouted after them.
With Opaline and her hangers-on shuffling away, Cheri
stepped back into the middle of the hallway, clutching Darth
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close in her tote bag. Scarlet straightened
out the tiers of her tutu. Iris examined
the holes in her dress.
“Well, that’s one way to start the
school week,” Scarlet muttered.
“Lizards give me the creeps,”
Cheri said, tapping out a quick post
to all her Smashface friends to defend
Iris and deny the juice rumor.
“Lizards I can deal with,” Scarlet
huffed. “But a two-faced cheerleader?
Now that’s creepy!”
“What the swell was that smell?” Iris wondered,
unwrapping a fresh lollipop. “And why did Opaline want
Darth?”
Before they could discuss it any further, the booming
bass voice of their principal snapped them to attention.
“Didn’t you girls hear the bell?” he said.
“Sorry, Mr. Dingelmon!” the three Ultra Violets chorused
sweetly. Then they dashed off to class.
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